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ABSTRACT
The growth in wireless communication technologies attracts
a considerable amount of attention in mobile ad-hoc net-
works. Since mobile hosts in an ad-hoc network usually
move freely, the topology of the network changes dynami-
cally and disconnection occurs frequently. These character-
istics make a mobile ad-hoc network be likely to be sepa-
rated into several disconnected partitions, and the data ac-
cessibility is hence reduced. Several schemes are proposed
to alleviate the reduction of data accessibility by replicating
data items. However, little research effort was elaborated
upon exploiting the group mobility where the group mo-
bility refers to the phenomenon that several mobile nodes
tend to move together. In this paper, we address the prob-
lem of replica allocation in a mobile ad-hoc network by ex-
ploring group mobility. We first analyze the group mobility
model and derive several theoretical results. In light of these
results, we propose a replica allocation scheme to improve
the data accessibility. Several experiments are conducted
to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. The
experimental results show that the proposed scheme is able
to not only obtain higher data accessibility but also produce
lower network traffic than prior schemes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems
and Software—distributed systems; H.2.4 [Database Man-
agement]: Systems—distributed databases

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Ad-hoc networks, replica allocation, data accessibility, mo-
bile computing
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1. INTRODUCTION
The growth in wireless communication technologies at-

tracts a considerable amount of attention in mobile ad-hoc
networks (MANETs). A MANET is a self-organizing, rapidly
deployable network which consists of wireless nodes with-
out infrastructure. All nodes in a MANET are capable of
moving actively and can be connected dynamically. Due to
the lack of infrastructure, mobile nodes of a MANET also
function as routers which discover and maintain routes, and
forward packets to other nodes.

With the advance of technology, a mobile device is equipped
with a small storage to store data items. In a collaborative
work scenario, several mobile devices may work together and
access data items stored in other devices. Since each node
in a MANET can move freely, the topology and connectiv-
ity of the network often change dynamically. In addition,
disconnection often occurs and causes frequent network di-
vision. Both characteristics will separate the network topol-
ogy into several disconnected partitions, and hence decrease
the accessibility of data items. Consider the scenario in Fig.
1a, where there are six mobile devices (M1, M2, · · · , M6),
and M1 and M6 contain data items D1 and D2, respec-
tively. Assume that the link between M1 and M4 discon-
nects due to the movement of mobile devices and then the
network is divided into two partitions, P1 = {M1, M2, M3}
and P2 = {M4, M5, M6}. The data access to D2 from a
mobile devices in P1 (e.g., M1) will fail since P1 and P2 are
disconnected. Similarly, the data access to D1 from mobile
devices in P2 will also fail.

Data replication is a promising technique to improve data
accessibility and system performance in distributed database
systems. However, in the literature of mobile computing,
only a few works addressed the issues of data replication
in MANETs. Authors in [17] and [18] addressed the prob-
lem of the update of replicas in a MANET. However, each
node is expected to replicate all data items in the MANET
whose practicability may need further justifications since
the memory space is a scarce resource of mobile devices.
Note that with the global topology of a fixed network, the
replica allocation problem can be transformed into a mini-
mum K-median problem which is NP-hard [7][13]. Clearly,
the problem of replica allocation in a MANET is even more
complicated since the network topology changes frequently.
Authors in [3] proposed scheme DCG to address the prob-
lem of replica allocation in a MANET where the data items
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Figure 1: The effect of data replication in a MANET

are assumed to be readonly. The experiments in [3] show
that data replication can greatly improve the data accessi-
bility for a partitioned network. Authors in [5] proposed an
extension of scheme DCG, named scheme E-DCG, for data
items the periodic update.

In reality, the moving behavior of mobile users is usually
regular and follows some mobility patterns [12][16]. Group
mobility refers to the scenario where several mobile nodes
tend to move together. In practice, group mobility usually
occurs in collaborative works [6][9]. For example, a group
of visitors visiting an art gallery with the same guide usu-
ally has similar movement behavior. In military, a team of
soldiers usually moves together to accomplish a task. As a
consequence, a number of research works have been elab-
orated upon the impact of group mobility [10][11][14][15].
Although reducing the degradation of data accessibility to
some extent, both scheme DCG and scheme E-DCG have
the following two major drawbacks.

1. Generation of a large amount of traffic.

In essence, because of requiring the global network
connectivity, both schemes are centralized and require
all data nodes to broadcast their information to all
other nodes, which will undesirably cause a significant
amount of network traffic. In this paper, we call this
phenomenon as blind flooding. This situation is more
severe in a MANET due to the low network bandwidth.

2. Negligence of group mobility.

Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 1b. Suppose that
M1 and M3 are in the same mobility group M2 is in
another. We also assume that both groups are of dif-
ferent moving behaviors. Therefore, M1 and M2 tend
to disconnect in the near future and only allocating

D
′
2 in M2 will lead to an unsuccessful access to D2

from M1. As a result, replica allocation schemes with-
out considering group mobility are not able to allocate
replicas effectively.

In view of this, we address in this paper the problem of
replica allocation by exploring group mobility. The underly-
ing group mobility model is assumed to be RPGM (standing
for Reference Point Group Mobility model). By analyzing
the characteristic of the employed group mobility model,
several theoretical results are derived. In light of these re-
sults, we propose a replica allocation scheme (referred to

as scheme DRAM) to allocate replicas by considering group
mobility. To avoid blind flooding, scheme DRAM takes a
bottom-up approach without requiring the global network
connectivity. In scheme DRAM, each mobile node first ex-
changes its motion behavior with some neighbors. The cov-
erage of the information exchange is limited by a prede-
termined parameter. Then, a decentralized clustering algo-
rithm is proposed to cluster mobile nodes with similar mo-
tion behavior into mobility groups. Hence, clusters which
are likely to connect with one another later will be merged
into an allocation unit to save the aggregate storage cost.
Finally, data items are replicated according to the result-
ing allocation units. Moreover, scheme DRAM maintains
the mobility groups in an adaptive manner which keeps the
number of information broadcasts as small as possible and
hence reduces the generated network traffic. These charac-
teristics distinguish our work from others. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed schemes, several experiments
are conducted. The experimental results show that scheme
DRAM is able to not only achieve higher data accessibility
but also produce less network traffic than prior schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the employed mobility and system models. The
proposed replica allocation scheme DRAM is described in
Section 3. The performance study of DRAM is given in
Section 4, and finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Mobility Models
A mobility model is used to model the mobility behavior of

mobile nodes. Waypoint mobility model [8] is a widely-used
mobility model to describe the moving behavior of a single
mobile node. Waypoint mobility model breaks the entire
movement of a mobile node into repeating pause and motion
periods. In a pause period, a mobile node will stay at the
current location for a certain time period. When changing
to a new movement period, one node will move toward a new
random-chosen destination at a speed uniformly distributed
between [vMin, vMax]. After arriving the destination, the
mobile node will enter another pause period.

In real cases, mobile nodes may collaborate and hence
move as a group instead of independently. RPGM is pro-
posed in [6] to model this kind of team collaboration behav-
ior. RPGM and its variations, [9] and [15], are widely used
to model the group mobility in a MANET [6][10][11][14][15].
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Figure 2: An example of Reference Point Group
Mobility model

In RPGM, all mobile nodes are divided into several mobility
groups and all mobile nodes within the same mobility group
are of similar moving behavior. Suppose that the time is
divided into several slots, T (1), T (2), · · · . Each time slot is
of equal time interval δ. Each node is assigned to a virtual
reference node. The movement of a reference node in a time
slot is called a global motion vector. The global motion vec-
tors of all reference nodes in the same mobility group are the
same. The location of a mobile node is uniformly distributed
in the circle centered by the location of the corresponding
reference node with radius ε. For each mobile node, the vec-
tor from the position of the corresponding reference node to
the position of the mobile node is called a random motion
vector. The characteristic of RPGM is that in addition to
group motion, it allows random moving behavior for each
node.

Fig. 2 shows an example movement of the mobile nodes
(i.e., M1, M2 and M3) of a mobility group which follows
RPGM model in a motion period. In each time slot, each
black node represents a mobile node and the gray node with
equal number represents the corresponding reference node.
The dotted circle centered by a reference node is the possible
area where the mobile node will actually appear. Let P N

i (k)
and P R

i (k) represent the positions of the mobile node Mi and
the corresponding reference node in time T (k), respectively.
Consider the mobile node M3 in Fig. 2 as an example. The
positions of M3 and its reference point in time T (k) are
P N

3 (k) and P R
3 (k), respectively. The global and random

motion vectors of M3 are
−−−→
GM3(k) and

−−−→
RM3(k), respectively.

We then have

P R
i (k + 1) = P R

i (k) +
−−→
GMi(k)

and

P N
i (k + 1) = P R

i (k + 1) +
−−→
RMi(k + 1).

2.2 System Model
Suppose that there are m mobile devices, M1, M2, · · · ,

Mm. Each device stores and acts as the original host of
several data items. There are n data items, D1, D2, · · · ,
Dn. Similar to [3], all data items are of equal size, and each
data item is held by a particular mobile host as its original
host. In addition to original data items, each mobile host has
an extra memory space to store SRep replicas. Similar to [5],
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Figure 3: The state transition diagram of mobile
nodes in scheme DCG

each data item Di is updated by its original host periodically
with period τi. The access frequency of mobile host Mi to
data item Dj is assumed to be fij which is known in advance
[3][4][5]. Each node is equipped with a GPS device, and
hence, the position of the node is always available.

In this paper, we take RPGM as the group mobility model
and the movement of each group follows a waypoint model.
The speed of a group within a motion period will be a con-
stant which follows a uniform distribution over [vMin, vMax].
We also assume that the lengths of pause and motion peri-
ods are two exponential distributions with mean µPause and
µMotion time slots, respectively. For a mobile node Mi in

time T (k), we have a global motion vector
−−→
GMi(k) and ran-

dom motion vector
−−→
RMi(k). Let | · | represent the length of

a vector, and then we have vMin×δ ≤ |−−→GMi(k)| ≤ vMax× δ

in each motion period and |−−→GMi(k)| = |−−→RMi(k)| = 0 in each
pause period.

3. DESIGN OF DECENTRALIZED REPLICA
ALLOCATION WITH GROUP MOBIL-
ITY

3.1 An Overview
Since the network connectivity changes frequently, scheme

DRAM is executed periodically with period r time slots to
adapt the replica allocation according to the network con-
nectivity. This time period is referred to a relocation period.
The tasks for each mobile node in a relocation period consist
of two major phases: the allocation unit construction phase
and the replica allocation phase.

In the allocation unit construction phase, all mobile nodes
in the network are divided into several disjoint allocation
units. The formal definition of an allocation unit is as fol-
lows.

Definition 1: An allocation unit is a set of mobile nodes
which share their storage and do not store repeated data
item unless all data items have been allocated in this allo-
cation unit.

Then, in the following replica allocation phase, the replicas
of all data items are allocated in accordance with the access
frequencies of the data items and the derived allocation units
of the previous allocation unit construction phase.

Clearly, the more mobile nodes each allocation unit con-
tains, the higher data accessibility we have. However, an



unstable allocation unit which will be separated into dis-
connected partitions later will not take the advantage of
storage sharing which will in turn cause severe degradation
of data accessibility. Although setting a shorter relocation
period can reduce the degradation in data accessibility, this
approach will produce more network traffic. Therefore, con-
structing large and stable allocation units is important to
achieve high data accessibility.

In the allocation construction phase, scheme DRAM con-
structs the allocation units in a bottom-up manner by con-
sidering the group mobility. In addition to producing less
traffic than prior schemes by avoiding blind flooding, scheme
DRAM is able to construct more stable allocation units since
mobile nodes in each resulting allocation unit are likely con-
nected later. Moreover, scheme DRAM maintains the mo-
bility groups in an adaptive manner which keeps the number
of information broadcasts as small as possible and hence re-
duces the generated network traffic. The details of scheme
DRAM are described in the following subsections.

3.2 Allocation Unit Construction Phase
Figure 3 shows the state transition diagram of mobile

nodes in scheme DRAM. The tasks of mobile nodes in these
states are described in the following subsections.

3.2.1 INITIAL State
Before describing the task of nodes the INITIAL state, we

first define a broadcast zone as follows.

Definition 2: The broadcast zone of a mobile node Mi is a
set of mobile nodes whose distances to Mi are smaller than
or equal to a predefined TTL.

When a mobile node wants to join the MANET, it will
enter the INITIAL state. In addition, a mobile node in
the CLUSTER-MASTER state will enter the INITIAL state
when there is no member of its cluster within its broadcast
zone. A mobile node in the CLUSTER-MEMBER state will
also enter the INITIAL state when its mobility group master
is not within its broadcast zone. A detailed description of
the CLUSTER-MASTER and CLUSTER-MEMBER states
will be given in Section 3.2.3.

A mobile node in the INITIAL state will broadcast an info
messages to all mobile nodes in its broadcast zone. Unlike
scheme E-DCG, each info message contains a time-to-live
which is a predetermined constant TTL. When a mobile
host Mi receives an info message of Mj , Mi will accept this
info message and forward this message to all its neighbors if
the distance between Mi and Mj is smaller than or equal to
TTL. Otherwise, Mi will discard the message. Therefore,
only mobile nodes connected to Mj with distance smaller
than or equal to TTL (i.e., those mobile nodes within the
broadcast zone of Mj) will receive the info message of Mj .
The employment of TTL can avoid blind flooding and pro-
duce less network traffic.

Let an actual motion vector
−−→
AMi(x, y) represent the mo-

tion of Mi from time T (x) to T (y) (i.e., the vector from
P N

i (x) to P N
i (y)). Suppose that T (k − 1) and T (k) are

within the same motion period, and consider the movement

scenario of Mi as shown in Fig. 4. Since 0 ≤ |−−→RMi(k)| ≤ ε
always holds for all mobile host Mi, we have:

|−−→AMi(k − 1, k)| ≥ |−−→GMi(k − 1)| − 2ε,

T(k-1) T(k)

AM i(k-1, k)

GM i(k-1)

θ2

θ1
RM i(k-1)

RM i(k)NP i(k-1)

NP i(k)

Figure 4: The locations of a mobile host Mi in T (k−1)
and T (k)

and

|−−→AMi(k − 1, k)| ≤ |−−→GMi(k − 1)|+ 2ε.

Assume that |−−→GMi(k−1)| > 2ε, and hence |−−→AMi(k−1, k)| >
0 when T (k − 1) and T (k) are in the same motion period.
Since the speed of each mobile node is zero only in pause
periods, each mobile node Mi is in the same pause period
from T (x) to T (y) if and only if P N

i (x) = P N
i (x+1) = · · · =

P N
i (y). Therefore, the pause and motion periods of each

mobile node can be recognized from its historical locations.
To achieve this, each mobile node Mi maintains a list of its

historical locations (i.e., P N
i (k)) called a position list. For

each time slot, Mi will retrieve its current location, denoted
as P N

i (k1), from its GPS device and insert it into the posi-
tion list. Note that the size of the position list is limited since
the storage is a scare resource. Suppose that the maximal
capacity of a position list is SList, the current time stamp is
T (k1), and the largest time stamp among all elements in the
position list is T (k2), where k2 < k1. If P N

i (k1) = P N
i (k2),

P N
i (k1) is discarded since T (k1) and T (k2) are in the same

pause period. Otherwise, P N
i (k1) is inserted into the po-

sition list. If the position list is full, the element with the
smallest time stamp will be removed.

For each mobile node, an info message contains the fol-
lowing fields which can be obtained from its position list.

• id: The host id.

• tsNow: The time stamp of the current relocation pe-
riod.

• P N
i (tsNow): The location of Mi in time T (tsNow).

• tsPause
Start , tsPause

End : The time stamps of the start and end
time of the latest pause period.

• tsMotion
Start , tsMotion

End : The time stamps of the start and
end time of the latest motion period.

• −−→AMi(ts
Motion
Start , tsMotion

End ): The actual motion vector of
the latest motion period.

3.2.2 ZONE-MASTER and ZONE-MEMBER States
After broadcasting info messages, the mobile nodes are

classified into two groups by the lowest-id clustering algo-
rithm proposed in [2]. Each node in the INITIAL state
whose host id is the smallest one among all nodes within its



broadcast zone (obtained from the id field of all received info
messages) is selected as the master of its broadcast zone and
hence enters the ZONE-MASTER state. On the other hand,
the other nodes enter the ZONE-MEMBER state. A node
Mi in the ZONE-MEMBER state will join the node Mj in
the ZONE-MASTER state with the smallest id among the
nodes within the broadcast zone of Mi by sending a join
messages to Mj .

Each node Mi in the ZONE-MASTER state then clusters
its member nodes (i.e., those node which send the join mes-
sages to Mi) into clusters, and all nodes within a cluster
are expected to have similar motion behaviors. The em-
ployed clustering algorithm is as follows. First, all nodes
are clustered by the periods of the latest pause and motion
periods recorded in info messages since all mobile nodes in
the same cluster are of equal records of latest pause and mo-
tion periods (i.e., have the same tsPause

Start , tsPause
End , tsMotion

Start

and tsMotion
End in their info messages). However, several mo-

bile nodes within different mobility groups (i.e., of different
motion behaviors) may be placed into the same cluster es-
pecially when the length of a motion period is larger than
the length of position lists. To achieve better results, the
master node should re-cluster the resulting clusters again
by considering motion vectors. With the scenario shown in
Fig. 4, we have the following lemmas. The proofs of lemmas
are omitted for interest of space.

Lemma 1: The expectation of
−−→
AMi(k − 1, k) is equal to−−→

GMi(k − 1).

From Lemma 1, we have the following observation. If the
length of position lists (i.e., SList) is large enough and the
length motion period is long enough, the global motion vec-
tor of each mobile node can be approximated. However, it is
impractical to store too many previous positions of a mobile
node. Therefore, we propose a vector clustering algorithm
below. To facilitate our presentation, we denote the global
motion vector of Mi from T (k1) to T (k2) (i.e., the vector

from P R
i (k1) to P R

i (k2)) as
−→
Vi(k1, k2). For Mi, if T (k1) and

T (k2) are in the same motion period and T (k2) > T (k1),

we have
−→
Vi(k1, k2) = (k2 − k1) × −−→GMi(k1). In addition, we

represent motion vectors as polar coordinates (i.e., length-
angle forms) and T (k1) and T (k2) are assumed to be in the
same motion period and k2 > k1.

Lemma 2: For a mobile host Mi, the maximum absolute

value of the difference between the angles of
−−→
AMi(k1, k2)

and
−→
Vi(k1, k2) is����sin−1

�
ε

(k2 − k1)× vMin × δ − ε

����� ,
where vMin, δ and ε represent respectively the minimum
speed of mobile nodes, the length of a time slot and the
maximal length of random vectors.

Lemma 3: For a mobile host Mi, the maximal absolute

value of the differences between the lengths of
−−→
AMi(k1, k2)

and
−→
Vi(k1, k2) is 2ε.

For vectors vi = (ri, θi) and vj = (rj , θj), vj is said to
be “a neighbor in angle with maximal difference θ of vj”
if |θi − θj | ≤ θ. Similarly, vj is said to be “a neighbor in
length with maximal difference dist of vj” if |ri− rj | ≤ dist.

For each mobile node Mi,
−−→
AMi(k1, k2) is a neighbor in angle

with maximal difference θ of
−→
Vi(k1, k2) where θ is equal to

the result in Lemma 2. Similarly, according to Lemma 3,−−→
AMi(k1, k2) is the neighbor in length with maximal differ-

ence 2ε of
−→
Vi(k1, k2).

In a mobility group, the number of the neighbors in angle

with maximal difference θ of
−→
Vi(k1, k2) is maximal among all

actual motion vectors of all group members. Similarly, the
number of the neighbors in length with maximal difference

2ε of
−→
Vi(k1, k2) is maximal among all actual motion vectors

of all group members. With the result of Lemma 1 and the
above observations, we have the following two heuristics.

1. In a mobility group, an actual motion vector is close to
the global motion vector if it has the maximal number
of neighbors in angle with maximal difference θ.

2. In a mobility group, an actual motion vector is close to
the global motion vector if it has the maximal number
of neighbors in length with maximal difference 2ε.

After executing the algorithm VectorCluster, each zone
master will select one cluster master for each resulting clus-
ter. Then the selected mobile nodes will enter the CLUSTER-
MASTER state, and the other nodes will enter the CLUSTER-
MEMBER state.

3.2.3 CLUSTER-MASTER and CLUSTER-MEMBER
States

The tasks of cluster masters and members consist of two
steps, cluster maintenance and cluster merge, which are de-
scribed below.

Cluster Maintenance: Mobile nodes which enter the
CLUSTER-MASTER and CLUSTER-MEMBER states in
current allocation unit construction phase will skip the clus-
ter maintenance step and execute the cluster merge step in
this allocation unit construction phase. The other mobile
nodes will execute cluster maintenance step before execut-
ing cluster merge step. Since the clusters are constructed
by considering group mobility, each cluster is likely to be
connected in the near future. These clusters are maintained
in the following adaptive fashion.

Each cluster member first sends a status message to its
cluster master. The contents of status messages are similar
to those of info messages. If the mobile node and its clus-
ter master are disconnected, the mobile node will leave the
current cluster and enter the INITIAL state. At the same
time, the cluster master will remove the mobile hosts which
do not send status messages to it from its member list.

The cluster master then checks whether the moving be-
haviors recorded in received status messages are similar to
one another by the following procedure. The cluster master
first clusters the motion behaviors stored in received status
messages by the clustering algorithm proposed in Section
3.2.2. If each cluster member keeps similar motion behavior
to that it used to have, the result of the execution of the
clustering algorithm is one cluster which contains all clus-
ter members. If some cluster members change their motion
behaviors, the result will consist of several clusters. Let the
dominating cluster of the resulting clusters be the cluster
with the most nodes among all resulting clusters. Those
mobile nodes not in the dominating cluster will then re-
ceive reject messages from the cluster master, and enter the



INITIAL state. Note that only mobile nodes with different
moving behavior from the majority of the original cluster
will not be in the dominating cluster. If the original cluster
master is not in the dominating cluster, it will assign one
node in the dominating cluster as the new cluster master.
The new cluster master will then send reject messages to
the mobile nodes which are not in the dominating cluster.

Except the first execution of scheme DRAM, most mobile
nodes will be in the CLUSTER-MASTER or CLUSTER-
MEMBER state since only mobile nodes disconnected with
its cluster master or with different moving behavior from
its cluster members will enter the INITIAL state. There-
fore, the successive execution of scheme DRAM will produce
less network traffic than the first execution because only the
first execution of scheme DRAM requires all mobile nodes
to broadcast messages. As shown in Section 4, the adaptive
cluster maintenance is able to effectively reduce produced
network traffic.

Cluster Merge: If two mobile nodes, M1 and M2, tend
to connect to each other, replicating one data item in M1

also makes this data item accessible for M2. Hence, M2 can
replicate another data item which will be also accessible for
M1. As mentioned in Section 3.1, merging clusters which
tend to be connected in the near future into a big allocation
unit makes the mobile nodes within different clusters share
their storage and hence improve the data accessibility.

In replica allocation construction, only the resulting clus-
ters which are likely connect with one another until the next
execution of scheme DRAM will be merged into the same
allocation unit. Initially, each resulting cluster is assigned
to be an allocation unit. Assume that the current and next
executions of scheme DRAM are in T (k) and T (k + r), re-
spectively. Then, we have the following definitions.

Definition 3: The bounding rectangle of an allocation unit
is a rectangle which contains all nodes of the allocation
unit. Denote the bounding rectangle of cluster Ci in T (k) as
BRi(k). Let BRi(k) be represented by four values: topi(k),
bottomi(k), lefti(k) and righti(k). Then, we have

topi(k) = max
∀Mj in Ci

{the y coordinate of Mj in T (k)}

bottomi(k) = min
∀Mj in Ci

{the y coordinate of Mj in T (k)}

lefti(k) = min
∀Mj in Ci

{the x coordinate of Mj in T (k)}

righti(k) = max
∀Mj in Ci

{the x coordinate of Mj in T (k)}

Definition 4: Let BR∗i (k + r) be the estimated bounding
rectangle of the allocation unit Ci in T (k + r). Assume that
the latest info message of the master node is in T (k), we
have

top∗i (k + r) = topi(k) + r × y

bottom∗
i (k + r) = bottomi(k) + r × y

left∗i (k + r) = lefti(k) + r × x

right∗i (k + r) = righti(k) + r × x, where

〈x, y〉 =
the average of all

−−→
AMi(ts

Motion
Start , tsMotion

End ) in Ci

tsMotion
End − tsMotion

Start

.

Definition 5: Two allocation units Ci and Cj are said to
be cluster-wise connected in T (k) if

1. BRi(k) and BRj(k) are overlapped, or

2. there exists another allocation unit Cx so that BRi(k)
and BRj(k) are overlapped with BRx(k), respectively.

Definition 6: Two allocation units Ci and Cj are said to
be potentially cluster-wise connected in T (k + r) if

1. BR∗i (k + r) and BR∗j (k + r) are overlapped, or

2. there exists a Cx so that BR∗i (k + r) and BR∗j (k + r)
are overlapped with BR∗x(k + r), respectively.

We observe that two allocation units Ci and Cj can be
merged into a new allocation unit if Ci and Cj are cluster-
wise connected in T (k) and potentially cluster-wise connected
in T (k + r).

In replica allocation construction, each cluster master will
broadcast a merge message containing the cluster master
id, the current and estimated bounding rectangles. Note
that the merge relation is an equivalence relation since it
is reflective, symmetric and transitive. The cluster merge
process can be performed by the following procedure.

3.3 Replica Allocation Phase
The objective of replica allocation phase is to identify data

items to be replicated, and the locations to replicate them
for each allocation unit in order to maximize the data ac-
cessibility. Similar to [5], the employed replica allocation
algorithm is as follows. Let the allocation weight of data
item Dj in allocation unit Cx in T (k) (denoted as wx

j (k)) be
from now on, the expected number of data access from all
mobile nodes in Cx before the next update of Dj . Suppose
that the current time stamp is T (k), wx

j (k) can be obtained
by the following equation:

wx
j (k) = fx

j × (Uj − k), where

fx
j =

X
∀ Mi∈Cx

fij ,

and Uj is the time-stamp of the next update of Dj . Since
the update of each data item is periodic, Uj can be predicted
in advance.

All data items are allocated in Cx according to their al-
location weights in Cx in descendent order. The data item
Dj will be allocated in Mj when fij is the largest among
all other mobile hosts with available storage. The allocation
process completes if all mobile hosts in Cx is full. Each unit
master then executes the following replica allocation process
as below.

Procedure ReplicaAllocation(C)
Input: A set of allocation units C.
1: Calculate allocation weight (i.e., wx

j (k)) for each data
item Dj in Cx and then put all data items into D.

2: while (D is not empty) do
3: Let Dj be the data item with largest allocation

weight in D. Allocate Dj to Mi where fij is the
largest among all mobile hosts with available storage.

4: Remove Dj from D.
5: end while



Table 1: System parameters
Parameter Value

The number of mobile hosts (m) 120
The number of data items (n) 2400
The number of groups 10
Max. no. of replicas to be stored in Mi (SRep) 100
The min. speed of mobile nodes (vMin) 3
The max. speed of mobile nodes (vMax) 5
The avg. length of motion period (µMotion) 5
The avg. length of pause period (µPause) 3
The max. length of random vectors (ε) 1
Radio Radius (RRadius) 5
Relocation period (r) 600
The update period for each data item (τi) 500
Time-to-live of info messages (TTL) 10

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 System Model
To evaluate the performance of scheme DRAM, we im-

plemented an event-driven simulator in C++ with SIM [1].
Scheme E-DCG is also implemented for comparison pur-
poses. We assume that there are 120 mobile nodes in a
50 × 50 flatland and each node owns 20 data items. The
system parameters are shown in Table 1. Similar to [3],
the access frequency for each data item, fij , is determined
as a positive value based on the normal distribution with
mean 0.025(1 + 0.01i) and standard derivation 0.0025. The
simulation is run for 3000 time slots.

Data accessibility is employed as the measurement of the
performance of these schemes. When one mobile node Mi is-
sues a data request, the request is successful if the required
data item is stored in Mi or in another mobile node con-
nected to Mi. Therefore, the data accessibility is defined as
below:

Accessibility =
Number of successful requests

Number of issued requests
.

We also use the produced network traffic to evaluate the cost
of the employed schemes. Similar to [3], traffic is defined as
the total hop counts of message transmission of all schemes.

4.2 The Effect of the Number of Mobile Nodes
This experiment investigates the effect of the number of

mobile nodes. The data accessibility and produced traffic of
both schemes with the the number of mobile nodes varied
are shown in Fig. 5. The number of mobile nodes ranges
from 40 to 200.

As observed in Fig. 5a, the data accessibility increases as
the number of mobile nodes increases. In this experiment,
the data accessibilities of scheme DRAM and E-DCG de-
crease from 40.88% to 57.79% and from 24.84% to 34.74%,
respectively, as the number of mobile nodes increases from
40 to 200. It is because that with the same number of mo-
bility groups, a larger number of mobile nodes groups im-
plies that each mobility group is of more number of mobile
nodes. Hence, more mobile nodes can share their storage by
constructing large allocation units, and as a consequence,
increase the data accessibility. It is also shown that scheme
DRAM outperforms scheme E-DCG in data accessibility. It
is because that scheme DRAM can take advantage of group
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Figure 5: The effect of the number of mobile nodes

mobility to obtain a higher data accessibility than scheme
E-DCG by constructing larger and more stable allocation
units than scheme E-DCG. In this experiment, the perfor-
mance gain of scheme DRAM over scheme E-DCG ranges
from 48% to 60%.

As observed in Fig. 5b, the amounts of produced traf-
fic of all schemes increase as the number of mobile nodes
increase. The network traffic reduction of scheme DRAM
over scheme E-DCG increases from 5.21% to 60.74% as the
number of mobile nodes increases from 40 to 200. In addi-
tion, the amount of produced traffic of scheme E-DCG in-
creases drastically as the number of mobile nodes increases.
This is due to the characteristic of blind flooding employed
scheme in E-DCG that the amount of produced network
traffic increases exponentially as the number of mobile nodes
increases. On the other hand, the amount of produced traf-
fic of scheme DRAM increases smoothly as the number of
mobile nodes increases. The reason is that the TTL in info
messages can effectively ease the number of exchanged mes-
sages in the INITIAL state. In addition, the adaptive cluster
maintenance in scheme DRAM is able to reduce the number
of broadcast messages and therefore reduce the amount of
produced network traffic. This result shows the scalability
of scheme DRAM over scheme E-DCG.

4.3 The Effect of the Number of Mobility Groups
The effects in the accessibility and traffic for both schemes

with the the number of mobility groups varied are shown in
Fig. 6. The number of mobility groups is setting from 4 to
20.

We observe that the increment of the number of mobil-
ity groups decreases the data accessibilities of all schemes.
As shown in Fig. 6a, the data accessibilities of scheme
DRAM and E-DCG increases from 42.46% to 52.55% and
from 31.55% to 45.7%, respectively, as the number of mobil-
ity groups decreases from 20 to 4. It is because that with the
same number of mobile nodes, the smaller number of mo-
bile groups indicates that more mobile nodes are of similar
moving behavior. Hence, more mobile nodes can share their
storage by constructing large allocation units, and hence,
increase the data accessibility.

Although the data accessiblities of both schemes decrease
as the number of mobility groups increases, the decrement of
data accessibility of scheme DRAM is smoother than that
of scheme E-DCG. As shown in Fig. 6a, scheme DRAM
outperforms scheme E-DCG especially when the number of
mobility groups is large. In Fig. 6a, the performance gain
of scheme DRAM over scheme E-DCG in data accessibility
increases from 15.01% to 34.58% as the number of mobility
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groups increases from 4 to 20. The larger number of mobility
groups indicates that the movement behavior of all mobile
nodes are less regular. Therefore, the allocation units ob-
tained by scheme E-DCG are more unstable, and hence, the
data accessbility of scheme E-DCG degrades. On the other
hand, scheme DRAM reduces the effect of the increment
of the number of mobility groups by considering group mo-
bility when constructing allocation units. As a result, the
degradation in data accessibility of scheme DRAM is less
significant than that of scheme E-DCG. This result shows
the scalability of scheme DRAM over scheme E-DCG on the
number of mobility groups.

As observed in Fig. 6b, the amount of traffic of all schemes
increases as the number of mobility groups increases. When
the number of mobility groups is large, the MANET tends to
be separated into disconnected partitions since fewer mobile
nodes are of similar moving behavior. Therefore, the amount
of produced traffic of all schemes decreases since many mo-
bile nodes disconnect with others when the MANET is sep-
arated into several partitions. In addition, we also observe
that scheme DRAM produces less network traffic than scheme
E-DCG, and the network traffic reduction of scheme DRAM
over scheme E-DCG ranges from 12.64% to 24.52%.

5. CONCLUSION
We explored in this paper the problem of replica alloca-

tion in a MANET with group mobility. We first analyzed
the employ group mobility model and derived several theo-
retical result. In light of these results, we proposed a replica
allocation scheme DRAM to allocate replicas by considering
group mobility. To evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed schemes, several experiments were conducted. The
experimental results showed that scheme DRAM can not
only obtain higher data accessibility but also produce less
traffic than prior schemes.
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